
Red, White, and Columbia Blue - The Colors
That Unite Us

Red, white, and blue are three colors that have come to represent the essence of
patriotism, freedom, and unity. These colors, closely associated with the United
States of America, hold a significant place in the hearts of Americans across the
nation.

Understanding the Symbolism Behind Red, White, and Blue

The colors red, white, and blue hold deep symbolic meaning that goes beyond
their visual appeal. Each color represents an important aspect of American values
and heritage.
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The Power of Red

Red is a color that evokes intense emotions and symbolizes courage, strength,
and resilience. It represents the valor and sacrifice demonstrated by those who
fought for the nation's independence. The red in the American flag serves as a
constant reminder of the bloodshed and bravery that paved the way for the nation
we know today.

The Purity of White

White represents purity, innocence, and the desire for a better future. Its inclusion
in the American flag symbolizes the strive towards perfection and the principles
that the nation was built upon – namely, liberty and justice for all. White stands as
a reminder of the nation's commitment to ensuring equality and equal
opportunities for every American citizen.
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Blue - The Color of Unity and Loyalty

Blue represents loyalty, perseverance, and unity. It beautifully reflects the
unwavering commitment to the ideals that the United States stands for. Blue
symbolizes the unity and solidarity among Americans, regardless of their
backgrounds or beliefs. It reminds us that together, we can overcome any
challenges and prosper as a nation.

The American Flag - A Source of Pride and Inspiration

The American flag, with its striking combination of red, white, and blue, is an
iconic symbol that instills a sense of pride and inspiration in the hearts of
Americans. It serves as a rallying point, uniting people from all walks of life under
one flag, one nation.

When the American flag is raised high, it signifies the spirit of freedom and the
pursuit of happiness that defines the American dream. It evokes a sense of unity
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and belonging, reminding us that we are all part of something bigger than
ourselves.

Red, White, and Columbia Blue - More Than Just Colors

Red, white, and Columbia blue have transcended their status as mere colors and
have become powerful symbols of American patriotism and national identity. They
represent the values and principles that the nation stands for – freedom, equality,
and unity.

These colors not only adorn the American flag but can also be found in various
national institutions, landmarks, and traditions. From the Star-Spangled Banner to
the Statue of Liberty, red, white, and blue are a constant reminder of the nation's
rich history and its ongoing pursuit of progress.

Red, White, and Blue - Celebrating America

Throughout history, red, white, and blue have been celebrated in various ways,
particularly during patriotic holidays and events. From fireworks lighting up the
night sky on the 4th of July to parades and ceremonies honoring veterans, these
colors inspire a sense of collective pride and appreciation for the nation and its
people.

Whether displayed on clothing, decorations, or even food items, the red, white,
and blue color palette unites Americans and serves as a reminder of the strength
and resilience that makes the nation unique.

Red, white, and Columbia blue are more than just colors; they hold deep
symbolic meaning for Americans. They represent the values, history, and unity
that define the nation. These colors remind us of the sacrifices made by those
who came before us and inspire us to continue striving for a better future.



As we see the red, white, and blue proudly displayed, whether on flags, buildings,
or everyday objects, let us remember what they signify – bravery, justice, and
unity. Let us embrace these colors not only as a symbol of national pride but also
as a shared commitment to the American ideals of freedom, equality, and
opportunity for all.
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NEWLY RELEASED: Experience a game-by-game account of the magical 1979
Houston Oilers season in Red, White, and Columbia Blue: Chasing the Dream
with the 1979 Houston Oilers. Author Jackson Michael interviewed several Oilers
for this authoritative and insightful portrait of one of the most beloved NFL teams
of the 1970s.

Step onto the field with the Oilers during a Thanksgiving Day classic at Dallas, a
monumental playoff win at San Diego, and for the famous “Mike Renfro Play”
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during the 1979 AFC Championship Game at Pittsburgh. Walk into the huddle
with quarterback Dan Pastorini and feel the excitement of Earl Campbell’s
touchdowns. Learn the Oilers’ defensive schemes with defensive coordinator Ed
Biles and linebacker Gregg Bingham. Cheer on the Oilers in a rollicking
Astrodome and glow in the memories of Oiler greats such as Elvin Bethea,
Robert Brazile, Ken Burrough, and Carl Mauck as they share some of their
favorite stories about the team and its legendary coach, Bum Phillips.

Certain to be cherished by Oiler fans, Red, White, and Columbia Blue guides
readers on a journey through a once-in-a-lifetime season by a team that captured
the hearts of football fans across the country. You won’t want to miss this
wonderful read about an unforgettable team.

Jackson Michael is the writer and director of the Houston Oilers documentary
"We Were the Oilers: The Luv Ya Blue Era!" and author of the acclaimed NFL
history book, "The Game before the Money."
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